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The Protestant Press
Touchstone of Freedom
Robert W.

Mclntyre

is a well recognized hallmark of a
free society. Freedom of the religious press so naturally
Ffollows
that it may be called the touchstone—a clearly
REEDOM OF THE PRESS

distinguished and always present feature—of a free society. A "free religious press" assumes editors and publishers who are free to write and print, and a public that
is free to read.
The periodical in your hand is of little value to you
unless it is free to print what its editors and publishers
choose. The secular press is recognized as an instrument of
information, persuasion and motivation. That even news
pages may serve these latter two functions is evident from
the resistance to attempts at "managing" news. A bound
press not clearly identified as such is immoral. If this is
true of the secular press it is even more true of the
Protestant press. Although some readers of religious publications may expect to find in their periodicals only that
which has been pre-approved by their church's hierarchy,
the reader of an evangelical publication expects to find
its content free of alteration by political pressures and,
within the framework of its own philosophy, free of
pressures to conform to a given ecclesiastical "line." Within the orbit of evangelical publications one may find a
wide spectrum of political opinion and biblical interpretation, as he well should.
The Protestant press, then, as the touchstone of a free
society, is at liberty to identify and select its own constituency and to direct its ministry to this group. By its
own character—whether it is denominational, inter-denominational, youth-slanted, missionary, devotional, promotional, theological, or in another category or combination of categories—it predetermines its own readership.
As a part of establishing its character or image a free
publication must be at liberty to determine its own
The writer is editor of The Wesleyan Youth, serves also
as executive secretary of the Youth Department of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church. His article was written for the Evangelical
Press Association in celebration of October as Protestant Press
Month.
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philosophy and theology. It may choose to maintain the
status quo and promote its own interests by feeding its
readers a constant diet of non-stimulating pablum to
which they have become well accustomed and with which
they are completely satisfied, or by vigorously championing
causes to which they are already committed.
But in a world of* constant change, a religious press that
is both free and honest will reflect that change, even
though it feels it cannot conform to some of its aspects.
Scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer recently observed: "One
thing that is new is the prevalence of newness, the changing skill and scope of change itself, so that the world
alters as we walk in it, so that the years of a man's life
measure not some small growth or rearrangement or modification of what he learned in childhood, but a great
upheaval."
This means that a free religious publication must be
at liberty to calculate its risks in adjusting to change or
facing current issues (and occasionally to risk its calculations)—in short, to choose its stance. It may choose to
crusade, using the highly explosive printer's ink as its
weapon and "a drop of ink can make a million think" as
its encouragement, moved by considerations like Dante's
700-year-old warning, "The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who, in a period of moral crisis, maintain their neutrality."
Or a publication may see Protestant readers as starving
to death on a diet of issues, hungry as the hordes fed by
Jesus in Mark, chapter 8, and feel that it is called to a
similar feeding ministry, while still another publication
may combine a diet of current issues and soul food.
As the reader of such a publication you have selected
this magazine, and in it, among others, this article. Other
creatures are controlled by built-in reflexes and instincts
but man exercises powers of choice and recognizes his
responsibility for his own acts. He chooses his purposes
and his methods for pursuing these purposes. He gets his
controlling ideas by using the evidence brought him by his
senses, but he himself determines how, when and to what
end his senses are used. By selecting a publication the
character of which he well knows, the Protestant reader
has already largely chosen what he will learn during the
term of that subscription, subject to the further selection
of specific items from its pages.
Having picked his periodical, then, the reader makes
other choices. He may neglect to read it, either completely
(Continued on page five)
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What Laymen Expect
From Their Pastors
Mel

Larson

A layman editor of the Evangelical Beacon, official organ
of the Evangelical Free Church.

fHAT

expect of their pastors? What are the
things the people in the pews look for, listen
for and expect of their shepherds week in and week out?

WImain

DO LAYMEN

First, we expect you to preach the Word.
We read in 2 Tim. 4:2, "Preach the Word; be instant
in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
longsuffering and doctrine." As laymen we would remind
you that, to us, the Word of God is of first importance!
We don't mind other material, and we expect it, but
above all else, bring us the Word of God! As you preach
the Word we will be reproved, rebuked or encouraged as
the Holy Spirit works in our hearts. We also know that
this blessed Word of God has a two-pronged action.
Even as it helps us it works in your own life. We also
know that the everlasting arms which are there to undergird us in our time of trials will be there when you
need help, too.
We expect you to proclaim the Gospel clearly. We
expect you to be fearless in protesting against wrong and
we pray that God will give you the courage of your
convictions in speaking out against the sins of our day
as they are revealed to you by God through His Book.
We expect you to speak boldly and in the power of the
Holy Spirit even as you recognize that you are, above
all else, a voice of God, human though you be, in bringing eternal truths to the people to whom God has entrusted to you for care.
But as you preach the Word, do not neglect to preach
the Word. We expect you to become a good preacher!
This is your calling. Learn to do it well and never stop
seeking to improve yourself. God has given you the gift
of preaching. Use it well, to its utmost capacity, and
to His honor and glory.
Secondly, we expect you to pray with weeping.
We expect you to be a man of prayer. We feel that
you, above everyone else, should fulfill 1 Thess. 5:17,
"Tray without ceasing." Unless you walk with God in
prayer you will not walk among us in benediction and
blessing. Unless your prayer life is constant and consistent you might well become a blister to us instead of
a blessing.
In God's plan, you will share our burdens. Unless
you spend much time interceding for us, the sheep in
your flock, you will fail us. Pray for the wayward. Pray
for the weak. Yes, pray, and seek to lift us up through
the power of God. You are not to criticize and gossip
about our weaknesses, failures and sins. We need help.
You can bring it to us through Christ.
October 10, 1966

We expect you to be prepared in your sermons, but
we also expect as well that your heart be prepared by
waiting on God. As human beings we will talk about
your preaching, but whether any particular sermon may
be good or bad may we always say that the man who
delivered it that morning or evening had been with God
before he went into that pulpit.
Thirdly, we expect you to purify your walk.
Whether you like it or not, your being in the ministry has moved you into the public eye. As Dr. Robert
A. Cook has said, "It's up to you to keep from becoming
a cinder in that eye." You live in a glass house.
Do we expect you to be perfect?
No, of course not. Yet we would remind you of three
words in I Tim. 5:22, "Keep thyself pure." You are not
suddenly placed on a no-temptation pedestal once you
go into the ministry. Yet though you are human we expect
that your walk will be pure and honest before God and
man. We know that you have access to the same Word of
God from which you speak to us each week. We know
that, as a minister, you will be a No. 1 target of the devil
and that you must be prepared to wrestle against the
powers of darkness.
You are a daily symbol of righteousness as you live
in your community. May you so live that God will be
glorified by your every act and word. How you walk
during the week very often will determine how many
of us will be there on Sunday to listen to you preach.
Fourthly, we expect you to persuade the wayward.
There are no exceptions here. We expect you to be
diligent and everlastingly at it in persuading the wayward
to accept Christ as Saviour and in doing everything you
can to help those of us who stray to obtain God's best
for our lives. We beg of you never to forget this prime
responsibility of rescuing the perishing. We urge you to
use any and all means possible to rescue men from an
eternal hell. We do not expect you to have sleepless night
after sleepless night, yet we trust that you will never
become so calloused about sin that you never lose sleep
about the plight of people in our communities, and even
us when we waver.
May God give you every opportunity possible to reacn
the lost and may He never dim your vision of the plight
of man without his Maker.
Fifthly, we expect you to persist in witnessing.
We do not expect you to do all of the soul-winning
in the congregation, but we do expect you to be persistent in witnessing wherever you go. Not alone because
this is your calling, but because your heart compels you
to do so. We remind you of 1 Cor. 9:22, "To the weak
became I as weak, that I might gain the weak: I am
made all things to all men, that I might by all means
save some."
We somehow expect that your every conversation will
have something of spiritual value in it. We trust that as
you move among us such phrases as "How is it with your
soul today, neighbor," come naturally and easily to you.
We expect you to be aware of the town and city news,
but we also expect you moreso to have the good news of
salvation somewhere in your talk. We expect that the
overall effect of your life will be a persistent witness
for Christ. As you witness and as you win souls to Christ,
we will rejoice with you as our prayers for you are
answered.
(Continued on page five)
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Could this be why we find so many "weak" among us?
Certainly Christians have a right to expect spiritual food—
and it is the pastor's duty as well as privilege to provide it.

Is the Evangelistic Sermon
Always in Season?
Rev. Olav Eiklancl

"Who then is a faithful and wise servant, whom his lord
hath made rider over his household, to give them meat
in due season?" —Matthew 24:45.
OME time ago I attended a Sunday morning church
service where a special speaker had been invited to
S
give the message. Since he was well acquainted with the

congregation he should have known that practically all
present were professing Christians. Surprisingly, however,
he preached an evangelistic sermon to the unsaved.
The next Sunday morning I returned to the same
church, hoping to hear a sermon for Christian worshipers.
A young preacher was in the pulpit and his message was
directed to the unsaved. Christians went home that morning hungering for the life-sustaining bread from heaven.
Knowing that both of these speakers were laymen, on
another Sunday morning 1 went to another church where
a small group of Christians was gathered for worship on
a hot day. The speaker was an experienced, ordained minister. Great was my astonishment when he gave an evangelistic sermon, closing with an invitation for sinners to
come to Jesus for- salvation.
To bring unsaved souls into the kingdom of God
through evangelistic sermons is an important part of the
preaching ministry of a pastor or preacher. But to "every
thing there is a season," and the wise servant will know
the appropriate time to speak to the unsaved as well as
to the saved, thus giving them "meat in due season." Have
our Bible institutes and seminaries been negligent in
pointing out this fact?
"But," some preacher may say, "I know there are some
unsaved persons present even in a regular Sunday morning service." If that is so a personal appeal by the pastor
in private conversation would be much more effective, for
undoubtedly such persons already know the way and
the truth and how to enter into life, needing only the
pressure of a decision toward acceptance of the Lord as
Saviour.
It has been said that four-fifths of the Bible contains
God's messages to His people—in both the Old and the
New Testaments. If so, should not we follow the Bible
approach in conveying the Lord's message to men today?
(4)

Too many sermons preached to the unsaved in church
result in a stagnant Christian life. What would have
happened to the children of Israel if they had remained
at the bank of the Red Sea, singing songs of praises for
deliverance from the Egyptians, speaking of the glorious
redemption they had experienced by escaping Pharaoh's
tyranny? They never* would have reached Canaan.
But many Christians have a retrospective view of the
Christian life. Public testimonies center around the thought
"I'm glad I am saved"; they seem to have encamped on
the border between God's kingdom and the world. In
contrast, the watchword of the Christian should be "Onward Christian Soldiers!" Paul speaks of "forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those
things which are before."
God's Word has all the elements we need for growth
in the Christian life. It is the pastor's privilege, week by
week, to prepare its "meat" for his flock, providing a
wholesome diet with such variety that the spiritual appetite may remain whetted.
In a church where such necessities of life are neglected,
substitutes will be resorted to. The preacher may be a
good conversationalist, trying to kindle the spirit of worship with the strange fire of social wit and entertainment.
Programs may be prepared, designed to give the people
what they want, not what they need. Music and song
feed the emotional life with great "blessings." True, there
are great blessings in music and song, but if served to
excess they will result in surfeiting the appetite. A flabby
norm of life will weaken us, as happens to those who
physically overfeed on ice cream, cake and candy.
We preachers have a tendency to circumscribe our
doctrinal teaching and preaching, emphasizing certain
Biblical truths to the neglect of other doctrine. We become like a sheep bound by a chain in the pasture. She
can only reach as far into the pasture as the chain allows
her. Thus we not only obtain a limited amount of food
from God's storehouse, but we are deprived of the adventurous outreach toward wider grasps of God's treasure
of knowledge and the hidden fountains of refreshing
waters.
A preacher cannot lead his audience farther than he
has come himself as discoverer and explorer of God's
kingdom, having the Bible as his guide. He is to follow
the Good Shepherd, leading his flock in the paths of
righteousness beside the still waters, and with rod and
staff to guide them through the valleys of dangers, doubts,
perplexities and fearful tribulation. If he lacks the true
pastoral qualities his messages are apt to become a repetition of doctrinal cliches or pious platitudes, buttered with
humorous or tragic stories.
Christ gave His disciples good advice on how to teach
and preach the gospel when telling about the "householder,
which bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and
old" (Matt. 13:52). Evidently the old things refer to
"that form of doctrine which was delivered you'' (Rom. 6:17), and the new things are the growing experiences in
understanding, appropriation and utilization of old things.
The Bible is a mirror, reflecting not only our sinful
acts but our sinful nature. How prone we are as preachers
to preach about the sins of men, forgetting to speak about
the man of sin within us. The American College Dictionary
defines the word "self" in over one hundred dispositions
from "self-abnegation" to "self-wrong." So eloquently does
Paul word-paint true love (I Cor. 13) that we can see
it in its different fourteen manifestations, like a double
rainbow in perfect glory and beauty. So eloquent became
the psalmist when contemplating the beauty, the harmony,
Evangelical Visitor

and the power of God's law that in Psalm 119 he described its 176 hues of grandeur to the pious human heart.
What inexhaustible resources a preacher has for his public ministry!
The times in which we live are, to use the words of the
poet, "grand and awful." God challenges us in a new way
to explore the hidden mysteries of His creation, visible and
invisible, by His revealed Word. He supplies us with
a spiritual telescopic outlook upon the world, present
and to come, as well as a microscopic insight into the
human heart, revealing the particular remedy the ailing
soul needs in this day of distress.
With the exploration of the scientists the material
universe has expanded greatly before our eyes. Are we
closing our eyes to the fact that the spiritual universe,
created by God in purity and love, destined to provide
everlasting bliss, is also expanding before us? By the
anointing of His eyesalve, prophetic revelation will make
everything round about us, before us and above us meaningful to us. The whole Bible and what it says—its history,
poetry, doctrines and practical teachings—will shine in
new light.
There is still on the old altar of the prophets and
apostles the heaven-sent fire from which the divine spark
can touch us. God delights still to touch his servants' lips
with His "live coal," making them "his ministers . . . of
fire."
This is what the world is waiting for. This is what the
Sunday morning audiences in our churches are hoping to
hear again. And God is waiting too. He is waiting for
servants who, like John the Baptist, willingly permit their
own voices to be suppressed so that "the voice of one
crying in the wilderness" may be heard.
Are we willing to become that "voice" so that the
Lord may find a "straight . . . way" to men's hearts?
For God has a message of special import to man today,
and His heart is burdened for its deliverance. It is sent
to prepare the way for the second coming of His Son.
And it is through His church, and especially through His
ministers, that the way is prepared.

all phases of the work in our church even as you speak
well of other congregations and their efforts in winning
people to Christ. Cooperate when advisable. We remind
you that you are a part of a vast effort, directed by the
Holy Spirit, of winning people to Christ and in presenting
Him to a needy world. Never be guilty of tearing down
those with whom you disagree. Never be amiss in helping
someone along the way, even when it entails sacrifice and
discomfort on your part.
Eighthly, we expect you to prefer your wife.
Not only provide for her, but prefer her. God has
led the two of you together to serve Him. She no doubt
will share many of your burdens and pray with you in
problems. She, too, has a ministry, given to her by the
Lord. We expect you to treat her graciously and as a
gentleman treats a lady. Be kind to her. Our eyes have
a way of taking in very quickly the way you treat her.
The home she provides for you has a vital part in making of you an effective shepherd among us.
We have others, such as plan to write and preserve
your wit, both necessary and useful in keeping your
equilibrium in one of the most difficult of occupations
today. Yet these will suffice. As we pray for you regularly
and seek to help you in every way possible, we trust that
as you finish your ministry you will be able to say with
Paul (2 Tim. 4:6,7,) "For I am now ready to be offered,
and the time of my departure is at hand. I have fought
a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith: Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall
give me at that day: and not to me only, but unto all
them also that love his appearing."
This is the reward we trust you will receive from
the Lord for leading us week in and week out.
May God bless you.
Our prayers are with you.

The Alliance Witness

FREEDOM—Continued from page two
LAYMEN EXPECT—Continued from page three
Sixthly, we expect you to plead for the world.
We expect you to have a well-defined and clearcut
concern for the entire world. We remind you of those
well known phrases, "Christ came into the world to save
sinners" and "Go ye into all the world and preach the
Gospel." Wherever He may lead you we trust you will
always have a global outreach in your ministry, as revealed in a deep concern for missions at home and
abroad. We live in a shrinking world. The space age
is here. We know that as you show a concern for the
peoples of the world that God will bless you all the
more right here. Plead for the world and present its
needs to us.
Seventh, we expect you to promote the work.
By "work" we refer to all areas and all groups of
Christians. John 13:35 reads, "By this shall all men know
that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one for another."
We expect you to speak well of all true Christian activity,
be it in our church or some other. As Christians, we feel
that we need one another. We also expect you to promote
October 10, 1966

or partially, leaving his delivered publication unopened or
practically unread; or he may read and reflect.
Choosing the latter he has a further option: he may
object to what he reads or respect it, or perhaps his reaction will be a combination of both. In case of the former,
he may further exercise his freedom by dashing off a
missive to the editor, expressing his views and providing
copy for another column in the same publication. If his
reaction is violent enough he may even elect to reverse an
earlier decision—in which case he cancels his subscription!
But he is free also to respectfully consider and accept
the truth he has read. As Berdyaev (a Russian philosopher
whose works are on the communist "black sheet") says,
"Truth makes man free, but man must freely accept the
truth, he cannot be forced to accept it. Forced goodness
is no longer good; it turns into evil." (The New Leader,
June 7, 1965, page 6)
The presence of a free religious press informing, persuading and motivating men who are free to select, read
and object or respond is a touchstone which must be part
of the definition of a free society. By subscribing to and
reading this periodical you are contributing to the maintenance of a free society.
(5)
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MISSIONS
HEADQUARTERS
DEDICATED
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In a well attended afternoon
service at the Elizabethtown
Brethren in Christ Church, September 11, the offices of the
newly merged Board for Missions were dedicated "for the
purpose of advancing the cause
of Brethren in Christ Missions
Standing in his office
pin-points area of
in keeping with the genuineness
of its beginnings."
Presiding over the service
was Samuel Wolgemuth, Chairman of the Board for Missions, with Walter Martin as music director. The program
included devotions by the local pastor, Glenn Ginder; an
address, "Why an Enlarged Missions Center," by Henry
N. Hostetter, Executive Secretary; music by the Elizabethtown chorus; recognitions, K. B. Hoover; a message based
on the Saviour's word, "As the Father hath sent me, so
send I you," by C. N. Hostetter, Jr.; the rites of dedication
under Bishop Ginder's direction, announcement of Open
House, and benediction.
The number—over 150—who took advantage of Open
House evidenced warm interest in the work being done
and commented appreciatively on the functional value and
attractiveness of the center. Some mentioned that they
had already experienced the benefit in having one center
for missions, mission and extension churches, and Christian Ministries.
SEVEBAL IMPBESSIONS
From the Executive Secretary: "The dedication of the
new facilities for the enlarged Board for Missions approved
at General Conference in July, 1966, with operations beginning July 5, was encouraging and inspirational. A good
degree of interest on the part of Brethren in Christ people
in the immediate area was indicated. We thank the Lord
for the support that has been given to this project of
remodeling, renovation, and enlargement apart from the
budget for missions operations.
"Total cost of renovations, including the installation of
heating equipment and the furnishing of additional desks
and files, amounts to nearly $9,500. W7e are deepy grateful
for the many people who in a beyond-the-regular-missionsgiving have shared in this project. About $7,000, including $700 received on the day of Dedication, has been thus
contributed; approximately $2,500 is needed to complete
the financing. We believe many of you who read this will
want to share in this project. Already its value as related
to missions and the Christian service ministries of the
Church is being reflected in our meeting of the problems
that arise in the total missions program."

m
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at Missions headquarters, the Executive Secretary for B in C Missions,
our work in Zambia, while Hazel Hade, office secretary, looks on.

From the Mission Churches Director: "So that the
Lord's work may be done efficiently and in order, it is
necessary to have equipment and favorable working conditions. This necessitates the investment of some additional
funds. We have greatly appreciated the understanding and
response to this phase of church activity.
"Area constituency was well represented during the
Dedication and Open House. We know that many from
a distance would have desired to be present. One out-ofstate visitor (Mrs. Lester Haines from the national WMPC
Committee) said she was happy to be here as usually she
is not around when such events take place."
From the Christian Ministries Director: "I was impressed with the thrust of C. N. Hostetter's message: We
are sent into the world as Jesus was sent. The church
in organizing itself to do its task recognized that compassionate love knows no provincialism."
CONFEBENCE BOOM FURNISHED AS MEMORIAL
From the Dedication Ritual
We dedicate the conference room as a memorial to
the late Bishop C. N. Hostetter, in consideration of the
excellence of his service to the cause of World Missions. We express special thanks to the Hostetter family
for providing the adequate furnishings for the conference room. This facility is today dedicated for the
use of committees and boards of the church in carrying out the involvements of their several assignments.
It is our hope and prayer that the lofty ideals of missionary statesmanship which characterized the one
in whose honor this conference room is provided will
influence all who use this facility."
Looking Backward and Forward
From the time of the founding of Chicago Mission in
1894 down to 1966, Home Mission Board members cared
in their homes for the office work and many interviews,
etc., connected with their administrative duties. From
Evangelical Visitor

1895, when a foreign mission committee was appointed,
until the opening of the World Missions Office in Elizabethtown in 1962, the same situation prevailed with the
carrying on of our overseas missions. Private home accounted, too, for the central administration of Peace,
Relief, and Service Ministries.
Of course, it will always be true that much church
work is done within the walls of homes. But the time
comes when there must be more adequate facilitiesfacilities commensurate with the magnitude of the task.
The church owes a debt to those who for many years
carried on a large volume of administrative work within the
four walls of their homes—on dining-room and kitchen
tables, in living-rooms, etc., besides the practical hospitality that often went with the interviews and visits
of personnel, etc. In terms of broadening vision and of
spiritual benefits, the situation was by no means sheer
liability to the brethren and their families; nevertheless,
the church owes a debt here. And the best way to pay
that debt is to rally to the establishment of offices fitted
to carry on the work for which they sacrificed.
The establishment of the headquarters in the modestly
furnished offices at 48M South Market Street is in keeping
with an ever expanding program,

If the Lord lays it upon your heart to help in this
project, you may send or give in your offering earmarked
office renovations. Or, upon request, we will furnish you
with a list of projects, from $25 upwards. Write
BRETHREN IN CHRIST MISSIONS, Box 149, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
Photos—Courtesy Elizabethtown

(Pa.)

Chronicle.

JAPAN
Peter Willms asks:

What About Esaki?
(Part 4)
Esaki, which lies over an hour east of Hagi, is a
typical coastal town of fishermen and farmers. Here too we
have contacts dating back to our arrival in Hagi almost
thirteen years ago.
In 1965 one of Esaki's young men became a Christian and married a Hagi graduate of our evangelism
training school. This fine, earnest couple has made friends
who are showing hunger for knowledge of God. One
meeting has already been held and the Matsubaras (translated Pine Field) are eager to host a regular meeting in
their home—or at least somewhere in their town—with
help from Hagi.
In Esaki, therefore, the Gospel is already rooted and
we can look forward to an indigenous, although possibly
slow, growth in this conservative town.

What About Oda?
(Part 5)

Director of newly formed department of Service Ministries, J.
Wilmer Heisey, irons out a few details of complicated job.
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Oda is a prosperous agricultural center on a high
plateau between Hagi and Ogori. Nearby are some of the
world's largest limestone caves. The grassy, treeless mountain slopes are an unusual sight in Japan and a favorite
spot for tourists and hikers.
Agricultural society still faithfully follows many of
Japan's ancient traditions. When such society is also prosperous there is little evident need to seek a more meaningful relationship to the Creator. Oda represents one
of Japan's many strictly agricultural communities which
are without the light of a Christian church.
In an effort to show Oda another world, the Kingdom of God, we have several times canvassed the town
with literature. We have also been teaching English to
high school teachers there. This class has become so popular that teachers from other departments and even some
office personnel have joined the class. Last Christmas we
invited this group to our home for a typical American
Christmas dinner and games.
Recently the dean has been asking questions about
my work and my approach to it. Another teacher privately told me of her interest in the Bible and her search
for a personal faith. Last month she invited us to a large
celebration in honor of her young daughter on Girls' Day.
Her husband, and his parents with whom they live, seemingly had no objections. We are wondering if this is the
opening we have been waiting for in Oda.

JAPAN—Continued on page ten
(T)

CHRISTIAN
Youth

Why Pax?
Pax is a Latin word meaning peace. But to Brethren
in Christ this word has come to stand for the I-W program of the mission board and MCC. The intention of the
Pax program, in addition to fulfilling conscription requirements for young men from the United States, is
to give a positive witness to the love of God through acts
of peace.
The church has been sending Paxmen to needy communities around the world since 1951. By the end of 1966
approximately 600 young men will have gone abroad for
two or three-year terms under the MCC. Dozens of others,
meanwhile, served in the conferences' Missions-Pax programs
The first Pax unit of 20 men went to Europe in April,
1951, to serve in refugee camps. Thousands of refugees
had fled from their homes in Russia, East Germany, and
Poland during and after World War II, and resettlement
camps needed men who could construct new homes for
them. Some of the Paxmen made cement blocks, others
assisted with the actual building. By 1956, twenty large
buildings had been erected at the first settlement. Similar
projects were also set up at other camps.
Although the first chapter of Pax was written in
Germany, other countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin
America, and the Middle East soon presented exciting new
possibilities to the Pax program.
Usually there are between 85 and 100 MCC Paxmen
in service, working in such diverse fields as agriculture,
mechanics, construction, maintenance, road building,
teaching, printing, relief distribution, and office work.

Paxman in India
A Paxman serving
with the Brethren in
Xhrist mission in the
state of Bihar has developed an irrigation
system which is improving crop yields markedly. He is now working
with individual farmers
who have demonstrated
a desire to improve
their techniques. Near
Calcutta Paxmen are
assisting with food distribution, t h e supervision of Food for Work
projects, such as the
construction of schools
and fish tanks: and the
operation of a poultry
project.
(8)

A group of Indian farmers get a
lesson in the use of fertilizer from
Jake Thiessen.

-

Sunday

Purpose of Pax:
•to assist in projects that offer opportunities to alleviate
human need and tensions in various parts of the world.
•to provide an opportunity for a positive Christian witness by the individual and the unit.
•to provide opportunities for self-development.
•to promote international goodwill and understanding by
working with citizens of other countries in a spirit of
brotherly love.
•to bring to the church constituency a greater consciousness and fuller realization of the suffering and hopelessness found in the world, thus helping Americans to be
better stewards of their spiritual opportunities and
abundance of material wealth.

Qualifications for Pax
In order to qualify for service in the Pax program a young
man must have the following qualifications:
• b e a sincere Christian desiring to serve wherever possible
in the name of Christ,
•have a desire to grow in the life of Christian love and
to discipline himself to the way of love in all personal
and group relationships,
•have a good standing in his church and represent it
worthily,
•be prepared to participate actively in church and mission activities,
•show a willingness to respect others' convictions, refrain
from the use of alcoholic beverages and tobacco,
• b e emotionally and physically qualified to do a full day's
work and to live under simple conditions,
•take advantage of opportunities for commun'ty service
and other creative interests,
•endeavor to help create goodwill and better international
understanding.

Other Details

Length of Assignment
In Europe, Paxmen serve for a period of two years; in
the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America (except
Brazil) 2/i years; in Brazil 2K years; and in Asia three
years.
Allowance
Paxmen receive a personal allowance of $22.50 per
month. They use this for clothing, incidental items which
their support does not provide, recreation, and travel.
Financial Support
It costs $90 per month or $1,080 a year to support a
Paxman. This pays for the worker's transportation, medical
care, and allowance. Maintenance is usually covered from
other funds.
Applications
Applications for Pax can be made at anytime. It is
preferable, however, to apply at least six months to a
year before assignment. This will allow time for evaluation of the application; passport, visa, and medical requirements; and orientation and advance preparations.
The majority of Paxmen are assigned between April and
September. Preference is given to those 20 years of age
or over. Some college education is desirable although not
a requirement.
Write: Board for Missions, Box 149, Elizabeth town, Pa.
Evangelical Visitor

EDUCATION
' School - Home
Sunday School workers are often faced with decisiotis
involving no moral issues. An unwill'ngness to compromise
may cause friction and hard feelings. What should the
Sunday School worker do when things do not go exactly
as he would have them? Page Editor

T

of compromise among members of a
Sunday school and church can hardly be overestimated. Just as in every other worthwhile field of human
endeavor, one should learn to give and take. He should
not insist on having his own way about everything.
HE IMPORTANCE

An unwillingness to make sacrifices—to compromisecauses a great deal of friction and hard feeling in religious
activities. Sometimes it even goes so far as to split a Sunday school or church into two or more warring factions,
thus greatly weakening its power for accomplishing good.
Convictions that have proven to be right should, of
course, never be compromised. They should be treasured
and preserved at all costs — but often a moral issue is
not involved in church or Sunday school decisions. Rather
it is a matter of what should be done and how to do it.
In almost every Sunday school and church there are
people who seem to have no mind of their own and who
meekly follow whatever is proposed. Some go to the
other extreme and demand their own way about nearly
everything. Neither group is in the right. Nobody should be
afraid to express himself or speak up in defense of his
ideas—this is his privilege. On the other hand, those who
are unduly stubborn in their ways should not hesitate to
yield when it is obviously the right course to adopt. After
stating their views which are not accepted, they should
cooperate fully in plans voted by the majority. It is
wrong for them to hold grudges toward those who differed
with them. Discussions should deal only with issues and
general plans, never with personalities.
When one Sunday school elected a certain man as the
new superintendent, one of the members who advocated
another candidate boycotted the Sunday school. In anger
and disgust, he transferred his membership to another
church and never did return. Yet there was nothing wrong
with the new superintendent. He did a good job and held
the position for several years. The disgruntled member
should have been big enough to get behind him and do
all he could to help the church and Sunday school to
grow. The Sunday school needed him, for he was in
many ways a big asset.
Cliques are bad in the Sunday school and church.
Sometimes certain people stick together on every issue,
no matter how they feel personally. They vote as a unit
and refuse to compromise or make concessions. Such a
policy weakens any organization. People should vote the
way they think personally, not as part of a group.
*
I recall a young woman who strongly favored a certain
place as a site for the summer church assembly. She was
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Don't Be Afraid to Compromise
Henry II. Graham

disappointed when another location was chosen, for she
had worked hard for her preference. But she did not permit her defeat to influence her loyalty and enthusiasm.
When the decision was made, she gave her best, as she
had always done. This is the proper spirit for everyone
to display. How much better it is than to harbor a grudge
and do half-hearted work, or even quit entirely, as some
would have done under such circumstances! It is a serious
error to allow one's personal feelings to influence him on
a big issue.
Sometimes a church suffers violent inner conflicts over
the selection of a pastor and over statements made from
the pulpit. Such disagreement may even go so far that
some members become dropouts, either staying away from
church entirely or switching to a new one. It is well to remember that no pastor can please every member of the
congregation at all times. There are times when he has
to make decisions that may wound sensitive feelings.
Ministers are only human, and equally human listeners are
bound to take exception to some of the things they say.
But this is no excuse for staying away from church services
or joining another church. People should be broadminded
—they should be willing to compromise. Such an attitude
is vital if a church and Sunday school are to grow and
become a greater force for good in the community.
I often think of a man whose closest friend told him
he was leaving the church of which they both were members because he disliked the pastor. The other fellow
told him, "I didn't join the pastor; I joined the church.
The minister and I don't always see alike either. But
sometimes I'm wrong and he's right. I don't expect him
to agree with me at all times."
This started his friend to thinking seriously about the
matter. He stayed in the church and grew to appreciate
the pastor even though he still did not always see eye
to eye with him or his conclusions.
Not long ago a woman told her neighbor, "I didn't
like what our pastor said in his sermon this morning.
Somehow I felt that he was speaking directly to me—aiming at me, in other words."
"Maybe he was," the other woman declared with a
smile. "All of us need to be put in our place at times.
We need a good, stiff reprimand to bring us back into
line. 'If the shoe fits, wear it,' I always say."
All of us should be able to take rebuffs and disappointments gracefully and without malice. We need to
learn to take as well as give, and be more charitable
and understanding than most of us are. When matters
do not go exactly as we would have them, the best plan
is to smile and accept the decision in the realization that
sometimes other ways and ideas are better than ours.
If we are honest with ourselves, we wont be afraid to
compromise.
Used by permission.

—Church School

Builder
(9)

Communion and

FIRST

Feetwashing Service at Nagato
Preparations were much simpler than in the churches
at home. We bought canned juice at our neighborhood
store and simply cut up a piece of ordinary bread into
small pieces.
At 7:30 four believers were there to begin. And then
the doorbell rang and two giggling junior high girls
—perfect strangers to us—asked if they could come in.
It turned out that one of the Christians had invited
them . . . Why had he invited absolute strangers to the
gospel to make a feet-washing service their introduction
to a Christian meeting? As Doyle said, before he could
stifle the thought, "He never brings anyone to church but
tonight . . ." But right away we knew this sort of unrest
in our hearts and unkind thoughts toward a brother who
showed poor judgment was not the way to enter a service
of brotherly love. It was time for the service to begin;
the girls were ushered in, and I sat and prayed in my
heart for forgiveness for my sin and for a perfect heart
toward my brother and the two girls. How can one
enter a communion service, if in his heart there is someone he would like to shut out? The Lord did cleanse
and gave me rest about it.
In as unembarrassing a way as possible, I made my
explanation saying that those who had not yet received
the Lord Jesus as their Saviour could sit in such and
such a place and need not take part. Nobody moved.
I re-stated it a little more directly. Still nobody moved.
I was embarrassed; the other Christians looked uncomfortable; only the two junior high girls looked smiling
and eager to go ahead with the service.
Then I just sat down across from them and asked
them where they had heard about Jesus. It turned out
that a long time ago they had come to a children's
meeting. They had heard something and apparently considered themselves Christians. I knew that they did not
understand what it was about even slightly; but something told me too that in their ignorance and simplicity
perhaps they did have some faith. And so I took a few
minutes to talk to them about the importance of meeting
with Christians after we believe and urged them to come
to the new class for junior high students on Sunday
morning. Then the Lord opened my heart to take them
in and I got down and washed the feet of the first girl.
Did not Jesus say, "Whoever offends one of these little
ones, it were better that a millstone be hanged about
his neck and he be tossed into the sea."?
It was a very precious little experience for me. It
is now two weeks since then and the two girls have
come both times to the Junior high class. I believe in my
heart that the Lord will truly make them His own in
His good time.
Thelma Book
(Note: Although not a recent happening, this experience illustrates
the. type of experiences encountered by our missionaries. Thelma
says that at least one of the girls has continued her interest in the
Christian way of belief and life. Page Ed.)
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Yamaguchi-ken girls visiting in the Graybill home and
center, Tokyo. They spent a week in the city.

mission

HOME MISSIONS AND EXTENSION
Final—April, May, lune, and July—1966
Balance on hand April 1,

$

443.52

RECEIPTS
GENERAL F U N D :
Churches and Organizations
$18,403.82
Individuals
1385.00
Specials
144.00
Promise Boxes
30.00
Hitz and Moyer estate
50 03
Debt Retirement (Farris Mines, Va.) — 1,221.00
Misc.
147.48

$21,381.30

NON-BUDGET:
Bible School Project
Specials
Tuition Payment _
Loan Payment
Cancellation of Canadian Loan
Loan
Savings Account

$26,517.31

140.60
264.15
27.04
1,009.00
1,000 00
3.003.00
21,076.52

$48,342.13

Total Receipts plus balance
ADMINISTRATION:
Secretary
Office and Expenses
Travel
Promotion

EXPENDITURES

FIELD:
Subsidies
Special Subsidies
Debt Retirement (Farris Mines, Va.)
Retirement
Specials
Moving of Workers
Interest Fair
Annuity Interest

$

610.00
732.21
1,451.79
50.00

$ 2,874.00

_$23,099.89
632.71
_ 1,221.00
550.00
170.20
740.24
22.50
127.25

$26,563.79

NON-BUDGET:
Specials
$•
Cancellation of Canadian Loan
_
Payments to Extension Churches
Repayment of Loan
Savings Transferred to Mission Office __

254.75
1,000.00
7,502.CO
3,010.50
7,076.52

$18,843.77

Total Expenditures

.$48,281.56

Balance August 1, 1966

-$

60.57
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Christian Service Ministries
A Legacy Received
J. Wilmer

Presenting the new car keys. Left to right, Amos Buckwalter,
the Heiseys, and Bishop Burkholder

CALIFORNIA
Life Line Farewells
The

Heiseys

Nearly 150 people gathered at the Life Line Chapel in
San Francisco on Sunday, August 7, for a Farewell Service for Rev. and Mrs. Avery Heisey. Present were many
friends of the Heiseys and the Mission, including workers
of long years ago when the Mission was in its early days.
For ten years the Heiseys have served as superintendent of the Life Line Mission, building the program
from practically nothing to its present size. During this
time the Life Line Chapel was also brought into existence
and organized.
Tributes were given by an old-time member of the
Chapel, Samuel Basich; a younger member, Mrs. Pearl
Tucker; a member of the business community, Vernon
Gararden; the local ministry, represented by lay minister
Adolf Henke; and the Mission Pastor, Rev. Harold Paulus.
Mention was made of the growth of both Mission and
Chapel through Mr. Heisey's outreach.
Appreciation gifts to the Heiseys included a silver
tray from the staff and an electric blanket from the
Church. On behalf of the Board of Directors, Amos Buckwaiter then presented the Heiseys with a 1966 Chevrolet
station wagon—a replacement for the Heiseys' own car
used when they first arrived in San Francisco.
"Looking to the Future" was the title of the challenge
given by Bishop Alvin Burkholder. "We cannot rest on the
growth which has been ours in the past," he said, "nor
can we be content with the present. We must always
look and plan ahead, striving for bigger things with the
Lord."
Following the morning service a luncheon was held
in the basement.
The Heiseys have moved to Grantham, Pennsylvania
where Mr. Heisey will be working in the development
office at Messiah College. Rev. Harold Paulus, a longtime mission pastor, has taken OVQT the administrative
duties of the Mission; and Rev. and Mrs. Cletus Naylor
from Upland have taken over the Chapel work.
October 10, 1966

Heisey

W I T H THE PASSING of the Peace, Relief, and
Service Committee responsibility for the ministries
carried by these servants of the church now reside
with the new Board for Missions. Under it, the
Department of Christian Service Ministries continues to develop those concerns pioneered by
our brethren.
PEACE—The teaching of peace as found in the
Gospel of Christ must be taught. It is proper for
members of Brethren in Christ congregations to
be growing into this concept of life from recent
teaching, or to anticipate teaching on this subject
which their pastor is now developing. The Missions Office stands to assist in the distribution of
peace literature and in promoting the peace wit-^
ness both within and without our fellowship.
RELIEF—A suffering world evokes compassion from
the lives of Christ's witnesses. Occasionally an individual
can minister to his neighbor as did the Good Samaritan.
More often the church is a "community of the blessed"
far removed from the suffering neighbor.
The Brethren in Christ Church is organized, in affiliation with other agencies, to minister to these vast pockets
of human suffering. Blindness to our brother's need can
only bring us to judgment (Matt. 25:41-43). The Elizabethtown office is dedicated to the disciplines of helping the
church to both see and minister to the needs of his
neighbor.
SERVICE—The urge to serve does not begin with an
order from Uncle Sam, but rather from the compassion
of Christ indwelt hearts. With the complexities of modern
society much of the actual Christian service falls upon the
shoulders of young people. In a very real sense, they are
the representatives of Christ on behalf of their homes,
their churches, and their communities. However, there
are increasing demands for older folks to fill special
assignments for which young folks are not yet ready.
For any who would question the value of organized
service programs, we submit the four gospels and the
book of Acts as a study guide. Both Christ and the
Apostles were organizers. In our day the church seeks
to provide enough organization to make it possible for
people to give expression to their love for Christ in appropriate places and effective manner.
The Department of Christian Service Ministries works
in close cooperation with pastors to bring the Church's
resource for Christian service to the point of need. Any
individual who has something to offer in time or talent
should see either his pastor or the Missions offices in
Stevensville, Ontario, or Elizabethtown, Pa.
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Pastor's Page
A Needed Lesson
Earl Sider
God had a great lesson to teach me in the very first
years of my pastoral ministry. Traditional patterns and
a limited vision gave me a religious inhibition that confined my interests and concerns mainly to our young
congregation, with its families. I did not sense clearly that
I was debtor to "all" men. Friendly association with "sinners" was avoided. Social and community functions in
our village hall were passed by for fear of contamination.
When a neighbour, respected in the community, gave
wife and I a complimentary ticket to their church Anniversary dinner, I refused. I began to feel that this attitude was not in keeping with the mission of a minister
of Jesus Christ, nor with Paul's position. "I am debtor to
'all' men."
In my study in the gospels about the ministry of Jesus
I observed that He readily accepted invitations to banquets of the "Publicans and Sinners." He ate with them,
of their food, at their table. They shared their banquet
with Jesus and He shared His warm, friendly, and pure
personality with them—with sinful men at a banquet table.
Result? He was soon known as the "Friend of Publicans
and Sinners," a Friend "moved" with compassion, for He
"saw" the multitudes, the mothers and children, the sinsick, the untouchables.
This warmth of friendship, this concern, this "moving"
passion I did not have. I prayed that God would give me
such compassion that I might "see" and be "moved" as
a minister of Jesus Christ needs to be. God answered my
prayer. Then, my concern included not only the members of our congregation but the entire community and
people everywhere. In this extended vision and outreach
my wife gave co-operation and support for she already
had been carrying this concern for our mission in the
community.
We find people everywhere who are longing for some
one to "sit with them at their table," talk about Jesus
and share our Wonderful Lord. This is our continuing
work and mission.

The Minister — Married or Single
Henry A. Ginder

If it would be possible to detach myself emotionally
from the joys of family life, and if I could have confidence that the celibacy of the clergy has been generally
accomplished with strength, success and satisfaction, I
would favor having the emphasis on the minister being
single. The Apostle Paul is an example of one who was
free from parental demands and thus more fully devoted
to the spread of the Gospel.
We all remember, of course, that he expressed desire
that all men were as himself, but he hastened to say, "But
every man hath his proper gift of God." I Cor. 7:7b
Throughout this chapter, this single preacher gives counsel on marriage which is sane and sound.
For the minister to be married and have a family
seems ideal for the following reasons—
1. He is sharing in fulfilling the assignment, as a
human being, to be "fruitful and multiply."
2. He finds fulfillment for the innate desire for security socially.
3. He is strengthened by the intimate companionship
of a good wife and loyal children.
4. His ministry in preaching and counseling is enhanced by a better understanding of human problems.
5. He has the privilege of making a most significant
contribution to society and the church by presenting to
them a good and godly family.
In consideration of these thoughts, may I paraphrase
I Cor. 7: verses 6 and 7. "But I speak this by permission,
and not of commandment. For I would that all men were
even as I, with the benefits of a wife and family. But
every man hath his proper gift of God, one after this
manner, and another after that."

A Tribute to Peter
General Bramwell Booth of the Salvation Army recently told a story of his illustrious father and himself.
"The old General," he said, "had a great liking for Peter,
but I always thought him a rather wobbly type. On one
occasion I said to my father, "How can you explain
the circumstances of Peter's getting out on the water and
seeing Jesus, and then, with all this to convince him,
suddenly losing his faith and sinking?" Well do I remember the old General's reply, 'Bramwell my boy,
you would never have gotten out of the boat!'"
—Free Churchman

SOME YEARS ago—before "Vatican I," my seatmate in

a plane was a professional young lady, a Roman Catholic.
We experienced an excellent level of conversation, when
finally after a pause, she said, "Reverend, may I ask—
are you married?" After a hurried analysis of her motives,
I considered her question proper and answered with an
exuberant, "Yes, I am." There was further pause, then—
"Reverend, I hope you won't mind another question, do
you have a family?" I answered, "Yes, we are delighted
to be the parents of three sons and one daughter." Her
response was given with deep feeling, "I wish our clergy
would marry. They would be better prepared to understand their parishioners and their problems."
The general tone of Scripture is strongly in favor
of marriage, and especially for the spiritual leader. I Tim.
3:2,12.
(12)

Neither a doubt-ridden theology nor a cold, passionless orthodoxy can meet the need of our sick world. The
certainty that the Bible in its entirety is ultimate truth,
that it sets forth in the person of Jesus Christ the only
hope of the world—that certainly must be sounded out
to the four corners of the earth.
Allen Bowman, IS THE BIBLE TRUE?
(Revell)
Evangelical Visitor

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Pastor Bruce E . Urey, Martinsburg, Pa.,
was guest speaker at Baltimore, Maryland,
Sunday morning, August 2 1 .
Five Forks congregation, Pa., started revival
services with Rev. Ray Curry as guest speaker,
Sunday, September 18.
Pleasant View congregation, Red Lion, Pa.,
held Vacation Bible School, July 18-27. Using
the theme "Travel With Jesus to Bible Times,"
average attendance was 83 with total offering
of $108.25. Rev. and Mrs. Gerald Wingert
enroute from the pastorate at Orlando, Florida,
to begin a new work in McMinnville, Tennessee assisted in the Bible School. An offering
of $50 was given to the Wingerts in appreciation for their services. They are using
the offering to purchase needed items for the
new parsonage in Tennessee.
Clear Creek congregation, Pa., had an average attendance of 139 for Vacation Bible
School, June 20-July 1. Many sought the Lord
on decision night when Pastor Leon Herr
spoke on sin. The Sunday School picnic and
a farewell for Pastor Leon Herr and family
was held in the Union Church Grove. Appreciation gifts were given to the Herr family.
The day concluded with an evening message
by Rev. Earl Lehman.
Sunday, July 17 was the last Sunday for
the Herr family. Four received the rite of
water baptism Sunday afternoon. Sunday evening, Brother Herr preached his farewell
message. The well wishes of the Clear Creek
congregation follow Brother Herr to his new
pastorate.
Sunday morning, July 3 1 , Bishop Charlie
B. Byers conducted installation services for
Brother and Sister Curtis Bryant and family.
The following evening the congregation welcomed the new pastor and family with a food
shower and a time of fellowship. The Bryants
come to Clear Creek from Garlin, Kentucky.
The only surviver of an airplane crash in
1963, Mrs. Marjorie Wescott give her testimony Sunday morning, September 4. The
congregation gave a farewell fellowship to
Richard Riley, a student leaving us to attend
Messiah College. The church presented him
with a Bible, a token of appreciation for his
services as leader of Christ's Crusaders.
Director of Sunday Schools, Rev. Donald
Shafer spoke in a Sunday School Conference
at Baltimore, Maryland, Sunday, September 25.

lenging message and Mr. Allen Kipe was
guest soloist. A dedication service for Sunday School teachers and officers was held
Sunday morning, September 11.
Mary Lou Kline
Hanover congregation,
Family Life Conference,
director of the "Friend to
Mrs. Ruth Stoltzfus was

Pa. scheduled a
October 8-9. The
Friend" broadcast,
guest speaker.

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Lancaster
congregation,
Pa.,
welcomed
their new pastor and family, Rev. and Mrs.
Eber Dourte in a fellowship hour following
the evening service, Sunday, September 12.
The George Kibler family recently returned
from Africa shared in the mid-week service
of Manor, Pa., Wednesday, September 2 1 .
Brother Kibler, a successful hunter, has some
unusual souvenirs to show boys and girls.
Conoy and Elizabethtown congregations,
Pa., joined for a Missionary Conference, September 21-25. The Ira Sterns, the George
Kiblers, and Rev. Bafanya Mlilo represented the work in Africa; Rev. Doyle Book,
Japan; and Miss Esther Book, India. Also
sharing in the conference were Rev. Henry
N. Hostetter, Director of Missions and Rev.
Luke Keefer under assignment for the Wanezi
Bible Institute.
Speedwell Heights congregation, Pa., conducted Summer Bible School, June 13-17. A
family fellowship chicken barbeque was held
at the Jesse Dourte home with an attendance
of about 60. A chiropractor from Strasburg,
Dr. Berry, was guest speaker. He emphasized
the use of the Ten Commandments for parental discipline in today's homes. Special
music was provided by the young people.
Guest speakers included Rev. John Bixler,
Rev. Graybill Wolgemuth, Rev. Wilber Lehman, Margaret Witter, Janet Oberholtzer, Mary
Beth Stoner, Rev. Milford Brubaker and Joy
Christian. Four received the rite of water
baptism, Thursday evening, August 25. Designed to help our young people through this
school term, a Gospel film, "The Price," was
shown to the group. W e are encouraged by
an increased attendance and anticipate the
increase will continue as we enter the Forward Campaign.
Student minister, Andrew Stoner is assisting Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., as pastor of the
Palmyra congregation, Pa.
Mennonite missionaries, Rev. and Mrs. Don
Jacobs and family from Tanzania, East Africa,
shared
with
the
Fairland
congregation,
Wednesday evening, September 14.
CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Dearborn Heights congregation, Michigan,
designated September 18 as Mt. Carmel Home
Day. Steward and matron of the home at
Morrison, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Tyson,
were guest speakers for the day.

Christ's Crusaders of the Hollowell congregation^ Pa., held a farewell service Sunday
evening, August 7, for two of our young men
enroute to Zambia, Africa. Donald Wingert,
son of Rev. and Mrs. Chester Wingert and
John W. Schock, Jr., son of Pastor and Mrs.
John Schock were featured by both word and
picture after which they gave their personal
testimonies. Director of Missions, Rev. Henry
N. Hostetter was guest speaker and conducted the dedication service. After a week's
orientation school at Roxbury, the boys sailed
from New York, August 27, planning to arrive
at Capetown, South Africa, September 16.

Rev. George Gardiner, Dayton, Ohio, and
C. W. Boyer were guest speakers for a Sunday School Convention at the Highland
church, Ohio, Tuesday evening, September
20. A music group, The Gospel Cadets also
shared in the evening's program.

Eighteen persons recently completed the
Teacher Training Course "Teach With Confidence." Pastor John Schock taught the class.
Our annual teacher's and worker's dinner was
held Tuesday evening, September 13. Rev.
Robert Collitt of Hagerstown gave a chal-

Union Grove Christ's Crusaders, Indiana,
sponsored a back-to-school social, Saturday
evening, September 17. A quartet and Rev.
Bob Detwiler were featured in the program.
Several youth groups shared in the evening's
program, held at the Union Center School. A
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Sunday School Worker's Rally was held at the
Nappanee B&B Restaurant, Saturday evening,
September 24, with Bishop Carl Ulery as guest
speaker.
Miss Leora Yoder, recently returned from
India; Rev. and Mrs. Ira Stern, Ronald Herr
and Marshall Poe from Africa, and Director of
Missions, Rev. Henry N. Hostetter were guest
speakers for a joint Missionary Convention
between the Village Church and Union Grove,
Nappanee, Indiana, October 1-2.
Fairview congregation, Englewood, Ohio, is
co-operating with the Greater Dayton Evangelistic Crusade, October 2-16. Evangelist
Ford Philpot is speaker for the Crusade.
Christ's Crusaders showed the film, "Dr. Paul
Carlson, Congo Martyr" Sunday evening,
September 19.
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, Ohio, featured
Homecoming Day, Sunday, October 2. A
former pastor, Dr. Owen H. Alderfer, was
guest speaker.
Leonard congregation, Michigan, gave a
house-warming and farewell in the same
gathering. Former pastor, Rev. and Mrs.
Richard Rover moved to their new home at
Camp Lakeview. Rev. Royer serves as Director of the camp. Rev. and Mrs. Harry Hock
are assuming the pastorate at Belleville, Pennsylvania. The occasion, Tuesday evening, August 30, was a planned surprise for both
parties. A small gift was presented to each
by the Leonard congregation.
The following evening Brother Hock spoke
at Prayer Meeting and then they left about
midnight for the pastorate at Belleville, Pennsylvania. Two brethren from the Belleville
congregation were in Prayer Meeting. They
were truck drivers, come for the Hocks' furnishings.
The Michigan Youth Conference was held
at the Leonard Church, September 9-11.
Music was presented by the Sunshine Singers
from Owosso. Dr. Edward A. Doehring, a
Christian physician from Mt. Clemens was
guest speaker. His contributions as a doctor
and layman were much appreciated. Sunday,
special music was presented by the D. VanKoevering family, Pinellas Park, Florida. They
are Swiss bell ringers and musical noveltyartists. Numbers included musical cow bells,
Swiss hand bells, four-in-hand bells, musical
discs, musical skillets, musical bottles, etc. The
ministry of music and spoken word was
deeply appreciated. A fitting climax to the
service were seven young people coming forward to the altar on Sunday evening.
Pastor Avery Musser
PACIFIC CONFERENCE
Rev. Eber B. Dourte
Farewell
After serving the Upland congregation
faithfully for nearly nine years, Pastor Eber B.
Dourte preached his farewell sermon, Sunday
morning, August 28. In the evening a farewell
service was held for Pastor Dourte and family.
Testimonials of appreciation were given by
Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder, Maynard C.
Book, deacon; Leslie Unruh, Sunday School
superintendent; Miriam A. Bowers, chairman
of the Music Committee; and Rev. William
R. Parry, president of the Upland Ministerial
Association. A fellowship and refreshment hour
followed in the fellowship hall.
Rev. Elbert Smith
Installation
The following Sunday morning, September
4, the Installation Service for the new pastor
and his wife, Rev. and Mrs. Elbert N. Smith,
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa., was conducted by Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder. In
the evening service Pastor Smith preached
his first sermon on the theme "That I may
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know Him." Wednesday evening, September
7, the pastor and family were welcomed at
a contributed fellowship dinner attended by
410 persons. They were given a generous
shower of food and money. A short inspiration
and devotional period concluded the evening's
activities.

DEXTER—Joanne Elizabeth, born August 31,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dexter, Upland
congregation, California.
HAiNES-Kristinia Joann, born April 2, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Haines, Pleasant Hill
congregation, Ohio. Current y serving in Beit
Jala, Jordan, in the Mennonite School for
Boys.
HAiNES-Kraig Allen, born January 2 1 , 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jess Haines, New Carlisle,
Ohio.
HOOVER—Melanie Ann, born December 2,
1985 to Mr. and Mrs. S. Albert Hoover,
Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio.
MARTiN-Jill Annette, born September 4,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Emery Martin, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
ZIMMERLY—Tina Marie, born August 22,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Zimmerly, Sugar
Creek, Ohio. Maternal grandparents are Pastor and Mrs. Marion Berg, Sippo congregation, Ohio.
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BiciiAM-EAGLE-Miss Sally Eagle, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Eagle, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, and Mr. Larry Bigham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bigham, Harrisburg, P a ,
were united in marriage September 3, 1966.
The ceremony was performed in the Bellevue
Park Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor S. Lane
Hostetter officiating.
HESS-HOOVER—Miss Janice Faye Hoover,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hoover,
Abilene, Kansas, and Mr. Gerald Dale Hess,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Hess, Lancaster, P a ,
were united in marriage August 19, 1966.
The ceremony was performed in the Zion
Brethren in Christ Church, Ab lene, Kansas.
Dr. Arthur M. Climenhaga assisted by Rev.
Glenn Hensel officiated.
MILLER-HOOVER—Miss Linda Ann Hoover,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hoover,
Lebanon, Pennsylvania, became the bride of
Mr. Kenneth Earl Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Miller, Annville, Pennsylvania, September 10, 1986. The ceremony was performed
in the Palmyra Brethren in Christ Church
with the pastor, Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., officiating.
WINGER-FREED—Miss Cynthia Freed, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Freed, Englewood,
Ohio, was united in marriage to Mr. Dwight
Winger, son of Mrs. Leoda Winger and the
late Mr. Winger, Gowanstown, Ont.:r'o, September 3, 1966. The ceremony was performed
in the Fairview Brethren in Christ Church,
Pastor Ralph Palmer officiating.
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BussARD-Raymond E. Bussard, born October 25, 1893, living in Everett, P a , passed
away September 6, 1966, in the Bedford
County Memorial Hospital. He was married
to Anna B. Weicht, September 16, 1920.
Besides his wife, surviving are four sons,
Robert, John, Boyd, and Gary, four daughters,
Mrs. Mildred Bugle, Mrs. Betty Jane Wigfield, Mrs. Thelma L. Hale, and Mrs. Fayc
A. Foster. Also surviving are 30 grandchildren
and five great-grandchildren.
He was a member of the Clear Creek
Brethren in Christ Church for 33 years. He
served on the Church Board and on the
Board of Trustees.
Funeral services were held at the Clear
Creek Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. Leon
Herr officiating, assisted by Pastor Curtis
Bryant. Burial was in the Mt. Union Cemetery.
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Daniel Zehr Appointed Peace and
Service Secretary
MOC (Canada) announces the appointment of Daniel Zehr as it Peace and Service
Secretary beginning August 15, 1967. At
present, he is serving as Executive Director
of MCC (Ontario) and Summer Service Director for MCC ( C a n a d a ) .
Working out of the Winnipeg office, Zehr
will develop and administer the MCC Voluntary Service program in Canada. He will also
give leadership in the area of peace education and witness, and social concerns. Approval for the staff and program expansion
was given by the Annual Meeting last January
and its implementation by the Executive Committee marks the first increase in staff since
the appointment of J. M. Klassen as Executive Secretary in January 1964.
Community Services Division
Established At Brook Lane
Charles E. Goshen, M . D , psychiatrist, has
been appointed director of the newly created
Community Services Division at Brook Lane
Psychiatric Center. A major responsibility of
this newly created service will b e to plan
research activities and to develop and implement expanded patient services.
Dr. Goshen received his degree in medicine
from Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1942 and did his
internship at Boston City Hospital. He completed psychiatric residencies at Central Islip
Hospital (1942), Mitchell Field A.F. Regional
Hospital (1943-1944), and Bronx Veterans
Hospital (1946-1948), all in the New York
City area. Prior to coming to Brook Lane,
Dr. Goshen was associate professor of Psychiatry at the University of West Virginia
School of Medicine, Morgantown, West Virginia.
Food Merchant Is Pentecostal Men's
Breakfast Speaker
Leonard D. Crimp, of Leamington, Ontario,
will b e the special speaker at the national
Men's Fellowship Breakfast of the 25th biennial General Conference of The Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada here at the Marlborough Hotel, Saturday, August 27. Crimp,
who was spared from death in the crash of a
commercial plane, will speak on "Pentecost
and the Layman."
Mr. Crimp is a longtime active Pentecostal
layman whose business life began as a salesman in Vancouver with the H. J. Heinz Co.
Ltd. of Canada. He had successive postings
at Toronto, Winnipeg, and Montreal, moving
to Leamington, Ontario, in 1952 when he became a director, and vice president of sales
in 1957.

Bayh Says Prayer Amendment
Would Open 'Pandora's Box'
Sen. Birch Bayh ( D . - I n d . ) , chairman of
the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendment, said he is fearful that if the
Constitution is amended in this fashion, "it
might open a whole new pandora's box of
litigation and confusion."
* The Indiana legislator, at the same time,
indicated he is not certain that under present
U. S. Supreme Court rulings on the prayerdevotions issue that an amendment is necessary.
But he did concede that there exists considerable confusion because numsrous school
authorities and litigants have "sought to
stretch" the impact of the Court rulings which
struck down state-prescribed prayers and Bible
reading as violating the principle of separation ot church and state.
'But Suppose God Is Black?'
Sen. Robert F . Kennedy discloses that during his recent lecture tour in South Africa
a (juestioner declared that few churches allow
black Africans to pray with the whites because the Bible says that is the way it should
be, because God created Negroes to serve.
In reply, Kennedy says he rem irked: "But
suppose God is black? What if we go to
heaven and we, all our lives, have treated the
Negro as an inferior, and God is there, and
we look up and he is not white? What then
is our response?"
Federation of Holiness Churches
A study conference on Federation of Holiness Churches is being sponsored by the National Holiness Association this fall—November
30 to December 2—according to Dr. Paul L.
Kindschi, NHA president. Merger cf the denominations involved is not under consideration.
There are so many areas in which churches
of the same mind doctrinally and practically
can work together for more eftectu/.l service
at a great financial saving. The areas to be
studied are administration, publications, education and missions.
Chairman and executive director for the
study conference is Dr. Myron F . Boyd, bishop
in ths Free Methodist Church. Leaders for the
sectional meetings are: Administrat'on, Dr.
Kenneth Geiger, general superintendent of the
United Missionary Church; Publications, Dr.
Lloyd H. Knox, publisher in the Free Methodist Church; Education, Dr. Woodrow Goodman, president of Marion College, a Wesleyan
Methodist institution; Missions, Dr. Arthur
Climenhng.i, executive director of the National Association of Evangelcils, and a former missionary to Africa under the Brethren
in Christ. Church.
Free Methodist Youth Meet at Winona
Termed by many "the best ever held," the
1966 Winona Youth Advance came to a climax Sunday noon, August 28, when nearly
900 attendants participated in an impressive
communion service directed by Bishop Paul
N. Ellis, chairman of the Commission on
Christian Education. As.sisting were Bishops
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World Missions
AFRICA
Acting Field Chairman: P. O. Box
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Ginder

223,

RHODESIA
Bishop's Residence and office: P. O. Box
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Miss Velma R. Brillinger

711,

Education Secretary: c/o P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy
Evangelism Team: c/o P. O. Box 711,
wayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey

Bula-

Financial Secretary: P. O. Box 1219, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester R. Heisey
Matopo Book Room: P. O. Box 554, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
Mrs. Mary H. (Brenaman) Brechbill
Matopo Mission: Private Bag, T 191, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann
Rev. and Mrs. J. Harold Stern
Miss Miriam G. Frey
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Mr. David S. Groff*
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Erma G. Lehman
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Evelyn R. Noel
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag T 225, Birtawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M 102, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder
Miss JoAnne Brubaker
Mr. Howard C. Hall*
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Erma R. Mann
Mr. James E. Melhorn*
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag M
101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern
Miss Gladys I. Lehman
Phumula Mission: Private Bag T 188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private Bag T
188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder
Rev. and Mrs. Carl L. Knepper
Miss Miriam L. Heise
Miss Ellen G. Hoover
Miss Barbara J. Stansfield
Miss Sharon L. Weisser
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag S 129,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Fredric L. Holland
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Youngways Hostel (for missionary children):
40 Leander
Avenue,
Hillside,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Miss Esther E. Hennigh*
Miss Lois Jean Sider
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Bishop's Residence and office: P. O. Box 115,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond B. Wingert
Miss Lois F . Brubaker*
Mr. Judson L. Mellinger*
Mr. John W. Schock Jr.*
Mr. Donald L. Wingert*

1179 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
guchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook

Yama-

228, 4-Chome, Nukui-Machi,
Koganei-shi,
kyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill

To-

NICARAGUA

Choma Bookroom, P . O. Box 198,
Choma,
Zambia,
Africa
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Trautwein*
Mr. Paul R. Kline*
Mr. Gerald N. Peckman*

Apartado 1044, Managua, Nicaragua, C. A.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth

Choma Secondary School: P. O. Box 139,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. Mervin A. Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn J. Schwartz
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Mr. Stanley F . Eyster*
Miss Anna L. Kettering
Mr. Jesse K. Stoner*

Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books, 2001 Paxton
Street, Harrisburg, Pa. 17111

David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar F . Fretz
Miss Fannie Longenecker
Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Mann*
Miss Edith E. Miller
Macha Mission Hospital: Private Bag
llxc,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Musser*
Mr. Samuel Z. Bert*
Mr. Larry F . Crider*
Miss Erma Jean Gish
Miss Shirley A. Heisey
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker
Mr. P. Douglas Crider*
Mr. Ronald E. Gayman*
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Zambia,
Africa
Miss Martha L. Lady
Miss Maijorie L. Hoover*
" I-W and voluntary service workers
INDIA
General Superintendent's Residence, Banmankhi
Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Sider
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjoia Mission: P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipuia.
N. E
Hallway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Esther Mae Lenhert*
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
No resident missionary
FEBAI, 7, Commissariat Road, Bangalore 25,
India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
12/A

Underhill Lane, Delhi 6, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith

JAPAN
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms

Japan

MISSIONARIES ON F U R L O U G H

Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book, c/o Rev.
C. R. Heisey, 822 San Antonio Place, Upland,
California 91786
David L. and Florence Carlson, Box 96,
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Miss Mary C. Engle, c/o Mrs. Frances
Engle, 608 North Buckeye, Abilene, Kansas
67410
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey, c/o James
A. Harvey, 105A Yathong Road, Caringbah,
N. S. W., Australia
Miss Esther G. Book, c/o Rev. Paul Book,
2396 E. Turkeyfoot Lake Road, Akron 12,
Ohio
Miss Dorothy Gish, c/o David Gish, R. 2,
Palmyra, Pa. 17078.
Miss Mary E. Heisey, c/o Rev.
Heisey, Centre Hall, Pa. 16828
Miss Ruth T. Hunt, c/o Charles
Washington Boro, Pa. 17582

S.

W.

Hunt,

Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler, Washington Boio, Pa. 17582
Miss Eva Mae Peters, R. 2, Box 431, Manheim, Pa. 17545
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern, c/o Mr. Alden
Long, Grantham, Pa. 17027
Rev. and Mrs. Keith D . Ulery, 412 Dakota,
Springfield, Ohio 45504
Miss Leora G. Yoder, c/o Rev. Leroy G.
Y'oder, 1153 Hudson Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
17111
(over)

Please Note
All monies formerly sent to World
Missions, Home Missions and Extension,
and Peace, Relief and Service C . m mittee, should now be sent to:
Brethren in Christ Missions
Box 149
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
17022 U.S.A.
(In

Canada)

Brethren in Christ Missions
Route 1, Stevensville
Ontario, Canada
Designation of monies for special areas
of work can be included as h:reto!ore.
Funds will be used as directed.
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SERVING U N D E R MCC
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Haines, Box 1748, Amman, Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom
John Bert, Henchir Toumghani, Poste AinKercha, (Constantine), Algeria
Gaius
Hershey,
Heimschule
Weierhof,
(6719) Weierhof
(Pfalz), Germany
Bert Sider, Apartado 24, San Jaun de la
Maguana, Dominican Republic
Michael Brown, Church of God Mission,
Maseno, Kenya, Africa
Althea Engle, Pax Service Unit, ArideaNomos Pellis, Greece
Doris Jean Brechbiel, Menno Travel Service,
P. O. Box 3982, Beirut, Lebanon
BRETHREN IN CHRIST PERSONNEL
SERVING UNDER AND SUPPORTED BY
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Miss Shirley Bitoer, H. 29 Kailash Colony,
New Delhi 14, India. (YFC, Regions Beyond
Missions)
Miss Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish Court,
Devenish St., Sunnyside, Pretoria, South Africa
(Evangelical Alliance Mission)
Rev. Robert D. Flory, Apartado 3209,
Lima, Peru. (International Child
Evangelism)
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski, San Salvador,
Zacatecas,
Mexico.
(Mexican
Evangelistic
Mission)
Miss Lois Raser, El Salvador, Zaco, Mexico
Miss Harriet Trautwein, Al'O 24, San Junnito,
Chihuahua, Mexico (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, P.O. Box 63,
Cboma, Zambia, Africa.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, c / o Inst.
Linguistico de Verano, Apclo. 22067, Mexico
22, D.F., Mexico.

Walter S. Kendall, Edward C. John, and
Myron F . Boyd.
It is fair to assume that ycung people
from across the denominati.,n returned home
with the theme of the Advance, "Christ For
A World In Crisis" burning deeply in their
hearts. Over 200 of them responded on Friday evening to the challenge, by speaker Rev.
Marvin Galbreath, to commit their lives to
full-time Christian service.
Outlining the practical, personal qualifications necessary for being Christ's witnesses,
was chapel speaker Dr. Robert S. Coleman.
Following chapel, each registrant attended
two Group Sessions'. These classes were designed to fit the contempora'y needs of both
FMY leadership and membership.
WCTU President Says Liquor Fogs
Heads of Fighting Men
Sharp criticism of liquor shipments to military forces in Vietnam was voiced in Portland,
Oregon, by the president of the National
Women's Christian Temperance Union.
Mrs. Fred J. Tooze of Evjnstcn, 111., addressing an executive committee session in
advance of the opening of the WCTU's 92nd
annual convention, asked how the military
establishment can expect fighting men in
Vietnam "to go clear-headed into battle after
shipping them large supplies of liquor."
She said that 22,500 cases of whiskey, gin,
vodka, and rum went to the war zone in
September a year ago—and that similar large
amounts subsequently have been shipped.
"The charge that the American m litary has
become a 'school for alcoholism' is substantiated by this and by the fact that alcoholics
in .Veterans Hospitals are increasing," she
commented.
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Presbyterians Report 6,000
Took Part in Service Projects
Some 6,000 volunteers—most of them young
people—took part in the 373 Summer service
projects conducted this year by the Board of
National Missions of the United Presbyterian
Church.
More than two thirds of the projects were
work camps. Others involved tutoring, recreation, health education, community organization, voter-registration and cultural enrichment.
The projects were conducted in areas
blighted by poverty, including inner-city
ghettoes, migrant camps, Ind'an reservations
and rural Appalachia.
Paul Harvey: 'I'm An Evangelical Christian'
Pausing in his nationally broadcast high
noon radio program, news commentator Paid
Harvey lamented what he called a "pussyfooting around" in describing one's doctrinal
position in this day of ecumenical advance.
"In today's terminology I call myself a
Christian . . . . an evangelical Christian," the
renowned newsman declared.
More Didn't Than Did . . .
An editorial in the Sept. 16 edition of
L I F E magazine considers it worth noting
that "At the end of another 'long, hot summer,' approximately 21,990,000 U. S. Negroes
(out of 22 million) did not throw any Molotov cocktails, tip over any automobiles, smash
any store windows, or otherw'se rampage or
riot.
"Approximately 172,990,000 U. S. whites
(out of 173 million) did not throw rocks or
rotten vegetables, yell "black bastard," or
otherwise insult or interfere with Negroes
staging lawful demonstrations."
World Congress on Evangelism
Representatives from what are probably the
oldest and newest Christian churches in the
world will be among the 1262 participants at
the World Congress on Evangelism in Berlin,
Oct. 26-Nov. 4.
Two Auca Indians from Ecuador will represent the "newest" church while Bishop
Alexander Mar Theophilus of Adoor, Kerala,
India, will attend from what is said to be the
oldest existing church, according to Dr. Carl
F. H. Henry, chairman of the Congress.
Bishop Theophilus is a leader of the Mar
Thoma Syrian Church which was founded in
India by the Apostle Thomas in the first
century.
The two Aucas, Gikita M. Komi and Yaeti
K. Komo were until a few years ago savage
Indians in the Ecuadorian jungles in the
Tiwaeno area. On Jan. 8, 1956, the tribe of
which they are members kiiled five American
missionaries who made the first attempt to
Christianize them. Since then, however, relatives of the martyred missionaries have gone
to live with the Aucas and most of the tribe
has been converted to the Christian faith. The
band of Auca Indians were considered the
fiercest of Ecuador's aborigines.
Kimo is a former killer who is now one
of two leaders of the church which has been
established among the Stone Age tribe in the
vastness of the Amazon. Komi's father led
the raiding party that killed the missionaries,
while Kimo was the first to believe among
the Auca men.
Miss Rachel Saint of the Wycliffe Bible
Translators will escort the former warriors
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on their journey to the Congress. They
join delegates and observers coming to
many from more than 100 countries to
ticipate in the "first transdenominational
deavor in evangelism."

will
Gerparen-

Mennonite General Conference
Names Full-Time Executive
•Representing 88,000 members in the United
States and Canada, the Mennonite General
Conference has appointed its first full-time
executive secretary.
The Rev. Howard J. Zehr, former pastor
and district administrator, assumed the chief
administrative office upon the retirement of
the Rev. A. J. Metzler, Scottdale, Pa., parttime denominational executive for the past
five years.
Veteran Missionary Featured on "Unshackled."
"Unshackled," directed by Jack O'dell and
released by Pacific Garden Mission, Chicago,
featured an interview with veteran Brethren
in Christ missionary, the Rev. W. O. Winger,
Sunday, October 9. The beginning of the
Kraft Cheese Industry was in Southern Ontario, Canada. This being the Stevens ville
area, Rev. Winger's home community, he personally knew Mr. Kraft. Jack O'dell interviewed Rev. Winger in Chicago this past
summer, providing the material used in the
October 9 program.

Forty-Eight Commissioned To Serve
Forty-eight workers attended the seventh
and largest MCC orientation school of 1966.
Paul Erb, former editor of Gospel
Herald,
delivered the commissioning address at the
Bethany Mennonite Church, Terre Hill, Pennsylvania, Sunday evening, September 11. One
comes from the Brethren in Christ Ciiurch;
three, the Oregon Y'early Meeting of Friends;
three are Baptists; one, Church of the Brethren; one a Methodist and one Presbyterian.
The remainder represent Mennonite churches.
BRETHREN IN CHRIST
David Lehman, son of David Sentz, Hellam,
Pennsylvania, will spend the next two years
with the MCC unit at Boys Village, Smithville, Ohio. Lehman graduated from Eastern
High School in 1966. He is a member of the
Locust Grove Brethren in Christ Church, York,
Pennsylvania.

